
(Written by a Dewey graduate)
First, here’s a few of the many things that I learned in Dewey:  
1. Speak truth to injustice. 
2. When a friend or even a stranger falls down, offer a hand to help them up.
3. Treat everyone with basic respect until they prove they don't deserve it. 
4. Give everyone the benefit of the doubt and try to resolve things amicably. 
5. Act with honor and integrity. 

The first Dewey class graduated in 1971
after coming in as Sophomores and
leaving in two years.   It consisted of only
five students.             
        

JEFFREY BOROTSKY     
RUBY GALIBER
RACHEL STEINBERG
DEBRA STERN
PAULA STILLMAN

THE SCHOOL FLAG

The school flag designed by
Donald Margulies, symbolizes mod-
ern means put to use in education.
The symbol is that of a computer
tape reel and a book.

Donald who is in Mr. Rubin’s
advertising design class, won the
art medal from his junior high
school.  Donald is planning to
become a commercial artist.

John Dewey High School
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Mascot The Dewey Dragon
Website johndeweyhighschool.org
John Dewey High School is a public school in
Gravesend, Brooklyn, New York City. It was founded and
based on the educational principles of John Dewey. The
school, under the supervision of the New York City
Department of Education, was named a New American
High School in 2000.

It was established in 1969 and started out with only
freshmen and sophomores. Gradually, the school grew
to include juniors and seniors. Today, there are over
3,200 students enrolled in the school. It counts among its
alumni producer and director Larry Charles, filmmaker
Spike Lee, New York rock and comedy club owner (Luna
Lounge) Rob Sacher, Pulitzer Prize winner Donald
Margulies, Radio personality David Brody, photographer
Gregory Crewdson, WWE wrestler Jayson Paul (aka
JTG), scientist Robert Sapolsky, astrologer-journalist Eric
Francis, news correspondent Ray Suarez, and Chinese
movie actress Michelle Ye.

John Dewey High is also credited for being the first
"educational-option" school in New York City, in which
applicants are admitted through academic groups based
on their citywide test scores: high, middle and
low-achieving. Dewey selects students from each of the
three groups. Other schools in the city, such as Edward
R. Murrow High School, Murry Bergtraum High School
and Norman Thomas High School have since opened,
following Dewey's "ed-op" system of admissions.
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Censorship of Streams of Conscience

When the school literary publication, Streams of Conscience, was confiscated by the Principal in 1970, the student editors
appealed the action and it was overturned.  The issue was finally distributed two years later. Part of the
judgement appears immediately after this introduction.  The entire judgment can be found in the alumni
archives.

“Based on its examination of STREAMS OF CONSCIENCE, the testimony of expert witnesses, plaintiffs'
testimony, and judicial notice, the court concluded that it was not obscene. The magazine contained no
extended narrative tending to excite sexual desires or constituting a predominant appeal to prurient interest.
The dialogue was the kind heard repeatedly by those who walk the street of our cities, use public conveyances
and deal with youth in an open manner. It was not patently offensive to adult community standards for
minors as evidenced by comparable material appearing in respected national periodicals and literature
contained in the high school library. It was intended by the students involved to be a serious literary effort,
and, especially with respect to Mr. Margulies, that intent was effected in a manner demonstrative of unusual
talent. The entire literary project was of significant constructive social and educational importance for high
school students.

“Since not obscene for high school students, STREAMS OF CONSCIENCE could not be impounded without some
overriding justification based on the principal's disciplinary and educational responsibilities. Whether such
a reason for censorship would ever suffice is a matter not necessary for decision since no excuse other than
a claim of obscenity has been tendered. The Supreme Court has unequivocably stated, in connection with the
exercise of constitutionally protected forms of speech by students in the public schools, that administrative
interference with first amendment rights will not be lightly countenanced:”
[http://law.justia.com/cases/federal/district-courts/FSupp/347/456/1404650/]

What Dewey Did for Me
Let’s look at the resource centers, the DISKS, the course
offerings, the idea that H.S. kids were responsible enough to
have free time during the school day, the independent study
offerings…..

I was a participant in researching the material that Lew Smith
used as the basis for his American Dream class, which if I
understand it correctly is now taught in one form or another
in H.S. curricula around the country. In 1971, I doubt I would
have had that opportunity at my local school.

Dewey was also the place where, in the face of growing racial
and ethnic tensions, a solution was created-by a teacher that
not only diffused the instant situations, but also continued to
teach kids why their thinking and behavior was destructive,
and how they could easily take all that energy and mis-
information about each other (and each other’s backgrounds)
and use it to positive ends. That program exists today in
schools across the country  and has done incredible things
with the kids who otherwise would have been lost to
senseless and ignorant violence.

I was, in a very real way, saved by the “Dewey Experience”.
Being there at that time in my life enabled me to get a grip on
who I was and what I could be academically and socially.  
Jay Brodsky ‘73

I too, thought the school was a wonderful experience, and I
loved the enthusiasm of the teachers, the broad selection of
courses (marine bio, all of the history offerings, film classes,
the 4 in 1 program) the independent study options , the art and
music classes, and the overall feeling of creativity. The school
encouraged us to think “outside the box” well before that was
a commonly-used phrase. Jeanne Cohn-Conner 

….I think Dewey affirmed a different perspective for me-one
that I had kept inside, tentatively, some gnawing sense of not
fitting in, wanting something different, without really knowing
what it was. At Dewey there was this sense that everyone was
good at something: if you were terrible at geometry, you might
still be that kid who did an amazing wood  sculpture or took
great photos.  There was something very “democratic’/open
about the ways in which we were evaluated. (I don’t just mean
grades-  but not having grades was part of that.)

Some sense that we were larger people than our performance
in any one class. Like we deserved respect, and to be nurtured
so that what was inside of us would come out-like it would be
a good thing-whatever that was, and some of us really were
(and maybe still are) “clueless’ as they say. But even that was
OK ‘cause “life was for learning”.
Ellen Sperling ‘74
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How the Jdhs Experiment of the 70's Saved My Life, Or dealing
with the Highly Intelligent, Learning Disabled Child 

The earliest childhood memories I have of myself is being
a "case."   IQ testing was popular when I was a kid in the 1960's
and I tested with a 185 IQ.   But I was also a 'case' and was labeled
from the youngest age a "high potential underachiever."   Today I
can write this and chuckle, but for years I would get a knot in my
stomach at the sound of those words.   If I was 30 years younger
I would have been labeled ADHD (can't sit), dyslexic (can't read),
and dysgrafic (can't write).   Maybe a few other things too.   Today,
I read slowly, but have a near photographic recall, which makes up
for it.   If not for the PC, lesson planning, writing progress reports,
evaluations of students, etc, would be out of the question today.  
Concerning ADHD, it is hard to say if I have it still or if I just take life
at my own speed.   I took John Dewey at my own speed and spent
five years there instead of four.   More on that later.   

In elementary school(through fifth grade) there was a
system of blue and pink slips.   Five blue slips added up to one pink
slip and five pink slips meant mandatory expulsion and being sent
to a "600 School (reformatory)."   By the end of fifth grade I had
received four pink slips and four blue slips.   I had earned more, but
the admin-istration held off on giving that last one to me so as not
to have to sent me to a place with bars on the windows.   I do not
believe that I would have made it through junior high if not for this
one teacher who ran an extracurricular activity in 7th and 8th
grade.  

I would not have lasted in a standard high school at all.  
I barely made it through Dewey.   After five years in Dewey I had
taken and passed 140 or 150 classes instead of the required 110.  
I had also failed, excuse me, been "retained for reinforcement" in
about 40 or 50 others.   I had taken 5-1/2 years of math and 7-1/2
years of science.   Including calculus, non-Euclidian geometry,
polynomial function, number theory, slide rule, philosophy (in the
math department), microbiology, AP biochemistry, advanced
marine biology, human physiology, physics, and astronomy.   I had
also taken poetry and short story writing workshops, Shakespeare
with someone (Mrs. Goreyeb) who was on fire and inspired over
Shakespeare.   I had many inspiring Math, Science, English and
Social Studies teachers that opened me up and gave my very
broken self a direction and an outlook as to how to think and find
my own meaningful success.   They also treated me with a basic
decency and humanity whose effect on me is beyond being able to
estimate.   People write stories about having had a truly inspiring or
caring teacher who changed them.   It was the fortunate student
who encountered one or two such people in their school career.  
In those days in Dewey we had such teachers by the dozen.   

I also managed to fail many basic classes due to not
handing in the required assignments and cutting class.   I can see
now that if I had been in a standard school with a standard grading
system, the endless stream of 68's and 70's, AT BEST, would have
been the last nail in  my coffin.   The result would have been why
bother trying?   Having more than one in five grades be an R was
bad enough.   The system did not coddle me.   I was just like
everyone else, but in a framework that allowed me to maintain my
self respect within my limitations.   The teaching staff was highly
competent, and often humane.    One of the most difficult and
important bridges that I needed cross as a student was being able
to put a pen to a piece of paper.   My handwriting was so bad, after
a week or two I could not read what I written myself.   It might have
had something to with the thousands of times I needed to write "I
will not ..... anymore" in the early grades.   Doing that did not stop
me from doing whatever ...... was.   It did not cause me to love

learning, the act of writing, or school either.   When I needed to
write a report, it usually meant I would dictate it to my mother or my
parents would just write it for me altogether.   Most classes that
required in class writing or ongoing small assignments to pass, I
simply failed.   How much was I going to care about it?   

However, AP Bio was a class that I was interested in and
the tests were only essay questions.   I got back my first test with
a zero on it.   I asked Mr. Klibaner about it and he said, very
correctly, "Do you expect me to read that slop?"   I could barely
read it myself.   My face fell and I started to walk away a little more
broken, but what else was new?   He called me back and told me
to read it to him.   As I read he got this sort of disgusted look on his
face.   What I had written was correct.   I was bombing out in 11th
grade(my second try in 11th grade at that) because I lacked a skill
that most children get in 2nd or 3rd grade.   He could have coddled
me (which I think is a problem that is rampant today) and quizzed
me orally on it or some such nonsense.   He could have failed me,
which many others had done and would have been well deserved.  
Instead, he told me to sit at the lab desk and write it out in a
manner that was readable.   A test that everyone else finished in
30-40 minutes I sometimes spent four hours sitting at the lab desk
breaking my fingers writing it out in an intelligible manner.   I would
sometimes be there, unproctored, one or two hours after school
was over, alone in a room with the text book right there.   Kids need
to be made to tow the line, to be understood, respected and
honored.   None of these things are on a school syllabus.   They
cannot be legislated either.   It is a mind set that we need to
educate our educators with.   This is what elevates teaching from
a job or career to a calling.   

A year later I was in the library writing something and Mr.
DeSena, who I had for English a few years previously, gave me a
big Hi5 and congratulations that I could write.   He remembered a
student from a couple of years ago who was struggling with a basic
skill, and gave three seconds of his time and verbal
encouragement.   I cannot describe how it felt, as someone who
was nearly broken to death by his own short comings clashing with
the "system."   What those few words of encouragement meant to
me and how they felt is beyond words.   How often do we miss a
chance to encourage someone who needs it? 

 I have gone on in life to become an Orthodox Rabbi and
an educator of young children.   I work mostly with children who
have learning disabilities.   I look in retrospect at the education that
I received in Dewey.   I can see today that there was an underlying
principle of "Whatever needs to be done to convey the material to
my student, no matter how 'out of the box' it may be, is my job.  
Once upon a time in a world that no longer exists, if a child
misbehaved the solution was simple and straight forward.   You
beat the child into submission.   Now-a-days you can no longer get
away with something as primitive as that.   The world is far more
advanced, we only drug our difficult children into submission.   That
is the modern 'in the box' answer and somehow, it did not sit well
with me.   Some people collect  stamps or coins, some people
collect Barbie dolls or bottle tops.   I collect teaching techniques.  
I collected whatever worked for my students.   In the end I wound
up teaching myself clinical nutrition and vision therapy, plus several
other "out of the box" techniques.   I can say in absolute terms that
100% of the ADHD children that I have worked with, who have
complied with the diet and vitamin program, have seen sufficient
results that medication has proven unnecessary.   I give workshops
to parents and teachers in techniques to avoid putting their children
and students on medications and I have recently started teaching
in the same Rabbi/teacher course that I took myself 25 years ago.

Nachum (Norman) Bergos '76
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From Elissa Malcohn · 
I thrived on Dewey's flexibility. I graduated early

thanks to DISKs and summer school, but sometimes I spent my
free time as the only girl in an "all boys" handball game out
back instead of spending time in an RC. I loved being able to
take bowling for PE. I loved the library's LP collection. I loved
Concert Choir (the "Carmina Burana" experience alone will
always stay with me), and belonged to CC, Pop Chorus, Girl's
Chorus, and All-City Chorus (briefly for All-City, before a bad
cold knocked me out of the line-up). I highly value (I'm not sure
"love" is the right word for it) The American Dream experience,
especially the class trip to Unotego (Unadilla & Otego) HS. I
loved the Dewey Days, the Country Fair, Sights & Sounds, and
all those events that took Dewey beyond being just a school
and made it into a real community. I am extraordinarily grateful
to all the teachers -- in particular Jombach and Harris -- who
listened patiently to all of my earnest and unconventional
pontifications. I would call that one-on-one student-teacher
interaction the linchpin of the Dewey experiment: the mentoring,
the attention, the empowerment, the openness to new ideas and
new methods of learning and teaching. Dewey embodied an
amazing array of creativity at all levels: in its students, teachers,
and administrators. And instead of a purly top-down
organization, those levels of creativity got integrated across the
bord. That all required tremendous amounts o energy (more
than I appreciated while a student) -- and, yes, funding.
(Witten at a later time)
I still stand by every word.  I graduated in '75 . (For people who
don't already know: Dewey is a PUBLIC school. Taken as a
whole (i.e., with the exception of tain courses and professors),
I received a better education at Dewey than I received in either
college or graduate school. Dewey showed what can be done
with investment in a public good -- and, conversely, the tragedy
of cuts to public school funding.)

The Best Thing That John Dewey High School Did for Me

In March of 2008 there was a “lockdown” incident at Dewey
where a student had a gun. Laura was near Dewey that day
and witnessed the helicopters, etc. A vibrant discussion
among a number of us about this event and the change in
Dewey started on the Dewey Yahoo chat group. Laura
suggested a 40  Anniversary Reunion open to all years ofth

graduates and several others seconded that suggestion. 

In April of 2008 she went to Dewey to pickup a copy of her
transcript and the principal’s secretary told her that they
get a lot of phone calls from alum asking if there's an
Alumni Association. Laura told her that there wasn't an
official one, but that there were two to three hundred of us
connected via a yahoogroup, and, yes, starting an Alumni
Association is what a few of us were interested in doing.
She told the secretary that we would be in contact with the
school as we embarked on this process. The two women in
the office said they were interested and Laura gave them
details to join the yahoogroup. She then contacted them to
invite them to the first organizational meeting May 2008 at
Starbucks in Noah Lewin's building in Manhattan. 

At that meeting a Steering Committee was formed for a
reunion and for starting an Alumni Association and it had
its next meeting in the fall/winter 2008. Bob Desena was at
this, or a subsequent meeting soon thereafter. People
broke down into Committees: Archives Chair: Sue;
Curriculum Chair: Naomi, and, along with Noah and a
couple of other people, wrote Curriculum. There was also a Networking committee, a mentoring chair and Seeds of
Change Chair Noah (this is about educational system, policy, effecting reform, etc.)

If it weren't for Dr. Segal showing up at a PTA meeting at PS 99 one night in the late winter of 1971, my mother would
never have heard about Dewey.  I came running home enthused about the school.  I may not have ever gone there! 
Noah Lewin 

The best thing that Dewey did for me was teach me independence. It was awesome how you could get credits for
doing the job on your own. From that point on I realized that I never needed a boss over my head.  Just a few years
after graduating from high school I opened my business.  That was 27 years ago and I have never had a boss since. 

Michele 76 

I too, thought the school was a wonderful experience, and I loved the enthusiasm of the teachers, the broad selection
of courses (marine bio, all of the history offerings, film classes, the 4 in 1 program) the independent study options
, the art and music classes, and the overall feeling of creativity. The school encouraged us to think “outside the box”
well before that was a commonly-used phrase.
Jeanne Cohn-Conner ‘74

Nachem Burgos writes about one interesting event:   
Dr. Segal left (after the first   year) before I got there but Mr. Ewen told a story that as he (Dr. Segal) was walking
around the school he walked through some emergency exit and BAM walked right into a brick wall. The construction
company put up an emergency exit door frame on a wall. Ewen said you could hear him screaming from one end of
the school to the next.

And those experiences-like playing on the beach with critters in marine bio, forming our own theater and dance
companies and taking them on tour to other schools, singing with the reject chorus, walking out of school to protest
the BOE budget cuts, Dewey Days, folk dancing, doing a 4-in-1 and spending one day a week working at Equity Library
Theater, taking all of the DISK tests for geometry  in one day because I never bothered to go to class and needed the
credits…and the friends we made along he way….
Naomi Berger ‘74
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Notable Alumni

Imam Johari Abdul-Malik, (ibn) Winslow Seale (born in Brooklyn, New York City) is a convert to
Islam, and has been the Director of Outreach for the Dar Al Hijrah Islamic Center in Northern
Virginia since June 2002. He is also  the former Chair of the Coordinating Council of Muslim
Organizations, the former head of the National Association of Muslim Chaplains in Higher
Education, President of the Muslim Society of Washington, Inc., and a founding member of the
Muslim Advocacy Commission of Washington, DC.  In addition, he serves as the chair of
government relations of the Muslim Alliance in North America.  From an Episcopal choir boy-who
visited the deep southern Pentecostal holiness church during his summer vacations as
youth-until at confirmation the teachings of the Ten Commandments presented to him

contradictions with the concept of the Trinity and the Oneness of God. In high school he searched for spirituality in
Taoism, Asian spirituality.  In his native Brooklyn community his mother kept the family busy with community
activism. In College he became a Black activist, musician, practiced transcendental mediation     and vegetarianism.
In Graduate school, Allah showed him the light of Islam. He served as the President of MSA at Howard University and
later the University’s first Muslim Chaplain.  Known nationally for his fundraising efforts for masjids, schools and relief
and support organizations.  Imam Johari and along with Rev. Graylan Hagler started the Ramadan Feed-the-Needy
Program in Washington, DC feeding over 100 hundred homeless women of all faiths nightly during the holy month
of fasting.
African-American born (mother from Northern Louisiana and father from Barbados, West Indies) and raised in
Brooklyn, NY. Educated at Howard University with a BS Chemistry and a MS Genetics and Human Genetics.
Completed Clinical Post Graduate Training Program in Bioethics at Georgetown University Kennedy Center for Ethics. 
Doctoral work in Bioethics/Genetics.  He has studied at Hartford Seminary and took his CPE certification from the
Jewish Theological Seminary, NYC. 

Gary Baum, ASC; Emmy Award-winning cinematographer  Showing all 1 wins and 7
nominations Primetime Emmy Awards Outstanding Cinematography for a Multi-Camera Series

2017 Nominated Superior Donuts (2017) Foe episode "Crime
Time"

2015 Won Mike & Molly (2010) F o r  e p i s o d e :
"Checkpoint Joyce".

2015 Nominated The Millers (2013) F o r  e p i s o d e :
"Con-Troversy".

2014 Nominated Mike & Molly (2010) For episode: "Weekend
at Peggy's".

2013 Nominated Mike & Molly (2010) For episode: "Molly's
Birthday".

2013 Nominated Mike & Molly (2010) For episode "Victoria
Can't Drive"

2012 Nominated 2 Broke Girls (2011) For episode "Pilot"
2010 Nominated Gary Unmarried (2008) For episode "Gary Shoots Fish In A

Barrel".

Donald Bren Professor, Developmental and Cell Biology, School of Biological Sciences
Director, Center for Complex Biological Systems  He was born in Brooklyn, New York, and is an alumnus of John
Dewey High School there. He received a Bachelor of Arts from Yale University and a combined M.D., Ph.D from the
University of California, San Francisco, under the direction of Louis Reichardt.. He moved as Professor to Irvine in
1995.  Arthur Lander is the Donald Bren Professor of Developmental and Cell Biology, and holds joint appointments
in the Departments of Biomedical Engineering, and Logic & Philosophy of Science.   He serves on the editorial board
of BMC Biology, and is a member of the American Society for Clinical Investigation, a fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, and a member of the Science Board of the Sante Fe Institute.  Research
in the Lander lab is focused on the Systems Biology of Development and Disease, and deals with topics in
Developmental Biology, Cell Biology, Mathematical/Computational Biology, Glycobiology, Neurobiology, Cancer
Biology and Engineering.  Graduate students in the Lander lab enter through multidepartmental Graduate Programs
in Cellular and Molecular Biosciences, Mathematical, Computational and Systems Biology, Neuroscience, or through
the Department of Biomedical Engineering.
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Monica Owusu-Breen  is an American television producer and screenwriter of Ghanaian
American ancestry. Breen is biracial, her father is an Ashanti, from Ghana and her mother is
a White American. She studied at John Dewey High School and attended Brown University
where she graduated from in 1990.  She is well known for her work on such series as: Agents
of S.H.I.E.L.D., Lost: Missing Pieces , Lost, Alias, Midnight, Texas, Revolution, Fringe, Brothers
& Sisters,  Charmed.  The Lost writing staff, including Breen, were nominated for the Writers
Guild of America (WGA) Award for Best Dramatic Series at the February 2007 ceremony for
their work on the second and third seasons.

David Brody  Since 1998, David Brody is a member and Executive Producer of the nationally
syndicated Comedy/Talk radio show - "Elvis Duran and The Morning Show"  David writes
Comedy, song parodies and spoof commercials for the show and for radio shows around the
country in all formats.  David also does prank phone calls for the show and can do many
accents and cartoon voices. David has also written monologue jokes for several Late Night talk
shows. They are Politically Incorect, The Tonight Show with Jay Leno and Late Night with
Conan O'Brien.  “I write the song parodies, spoof commercials and the jingles for the Morning
Show. I also do many of the Morning Show’s world famous Phone Taps. When I’m not working,
which isn’t often, I love spending time with my wife and three kids, watching TV and searching

the world for the best chicken parm! I have 7 DVR’s and I watch more television than any human should. Some of my
favorite shows are Modern Family, The Daily Show,Last Week Tonight, The Walking Dead, Homeland, New Girl,The
Big Bang Theory, SNL, Archer, Suits, Louie, The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon and Mets games!”

Larry Charles, television/film writer, director, producer, was born on December 1, 1956 in
Brooklyn, New York City, New York.  He graduated from John Dewey High School.  Charles is
best known as a staff writer for the American sitcom Seinfeld for its first five seasons,
contributing some of the show's darkest and most absurd storylines. He has also directed the
mockumentary comedy films Borat and Brüno, the documentary film Religulous, and comedy
film The Dictator.  
“Larry Charles is the Emmy-winning Seinfeld writer responsible for many of the comedy’s
grimly hilarious story lines, and the two lost episodes of the series so controversial that they
never aired. After directing Seinfeld’s co-creator Larry David on over a dozen episodes of Curb
Your Enthusiasm, the bearded, Brooklyn-born comic writer executive produced Entourage and
linked up with Sacha Baron Cohen for a series of big-screen mockumentary projects including

Borat, Bruno, and The Dictator. (His comedic appeal is so wide-ranging that both Bob Dylan and Kanye West reached
out to him when they had ideas for comedy projects.)  Charles returns to television with The Comedians, an FX series
starring Billy Crystal and Josh Gad as heightened versions of themselves who co-star on a fictional comedy show.”
(VANITY FAIR)

Gregory Crewdson,  (born September 26, 1962) is an American photographer.  He
photographs tableaux of American homes and neighborhoods. Education: Brooklyn
Friends; John Dewey High School graduating early.  SUNY Purchase, BA, 1985;
Yale University, MFA, 1988    Occupation: Fine-art photographer, Landscape
photographer, Professor:  he is now Director of Graduate Studies in Photography. 
Awards: Skowhegan Medal for Photography, National Endowment for the Arts
Visual Artists Fellowship.  As a teenager, he was part of a punk rock group called
The Speedies that hit the New York scene. Their song, "Let Me Take Your Photo"
proved to be prophetic to Crewdson's future career. In 2005, Hewlett Packard used
the song in advertisements to promote its digital cameras.  At Purchase College,
State University of New York, he began experimenting with photography, not yet
taking it seriously, Crewdson only saw it as a creative outlet and hobby. Gaining
school recognition and a growing interest for art, he graduated undergraduate from
SUNY Purchase and later attended Yale University receiving his Master of Fine Arts.
His senior thesis embodied everyday life through portraiture of Lee, Massachusetts
residents, the same location that later inspired his first series Natural Wonder from
1992 to 1997.
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Eric Francis (born Eric Francis Coppolino, March, 1964 in Brooklyn, NY) is an American
investigative reporter, essayist, author, editor and photojournalist. At John Dewey High
School, he was editor in chief of Gadfly, the official social science journal. As an investigative
reporter, he has specialized in corporate fraud and toxic torts litigation involving some of the
world's most powerful corporations -- General Electric, Monsanto Company and
Westinghouse.  He is the astrologer for the New York Daily News and Marie Claire magazine.
According to his bio on the Daily News website, he's "the world’s only astrologer to carry
international press credentials. After a long career as an investigative reporter covering
corporate crime, Eric went from the front page to the horoscope page."  He is the founder,
editor and publisher of Planet Waves, Inc., and is producer and host of Planet Waves FM,
affiliated with the Pacifica Radio Network.  In 2005, while based in Paris, he created Book of
Blue, a fine art photo studio and series of online books. In a 2008 article, the (Kingston, NY)
Daily Freeman said, "Though his camera lens, Coppolino has captured provocative and
captivating images from around the world. He has gained international recognition for

delivering a fresh and positive twist of world thought and culture with his photographs."

Elliot Goldenthal is an American composer of  film scores and contemporary classical music.
He was a student of Aaron Copland and John Corigliano, and is best known for his distinctive
style and ability to blend various musical styles and techniques in original and inventive ways.
He is also a film-music composer, and won the Academy Award for Best Original Score in 2002
for his score to the motion picture Frida, directed by his long-time partner Julie Taymor.  
(Jan.13, 2017): A Midsummer Night’s Dream at the Cary Theater.  While Elliot Goldenthal's first
Hollywood score pays obvious homage to landmark efforts like Bernard Herrmann's Psycho
and Lalo Schifrin's The Amityville Horror, Pet Sematary also succeeds on its own terms,
introducing many of the avant-garde approaches that would distinguish the composer from
his contemporaries in the years to follow. Employing a small orchestral ensemble, electronics
and the wordless vocals of a boys' choir, Goldenthal crafts music of uncommon atmosphere
and visceral intensity; his more experimental techniques never lapse into self-indulgence,
instead serving the narrative by subverting listener expectations time and again.

Jerry Goldstein, physicist: 
Jerry Goldstein (born 23 December 1970) is a space physicist whose research has focused
on the Earth's plasmasphere, a high-altitude extension of the ionized portion of the planet's
upper atmosphere. During the years 2002-2005 he published a series of papers (thirteen
first-authored, seventeen co-authored) on the density structure and global dynamics of the
plasmasphere.   In addition to covering fundamental scientific aspects of plasmaspheric
dynamics, Goldstein's research has brought attention to plasmaspheric influence on space
weather, i.e., space-based phenomena that affect human activities and society. For example,
when so-called "space storms" (otherwise known as geomagnetic storms) strike, they erode
away the outer layers of the plasmasphere, and this erosion produces significant space
weather effects in the form of increased radiation hazards for satellites and astronauts, and
range errors in GPS navigation signals.

Eric Gonzalez District Attorney 
 Gonzalez is a graduate of John Dewey High School in Coney Island, Cornell
University in 1992 with a Bachelor of Arts degree with a dual major in government
and history and the University of Michigan Law School where he was president of
the Latino Law Student Association. He is married to his wife, Dagmar, and they have
three sons.  Eric Gonzalez is the acting Kings County district attorney in Brooklyn,
New York.  Gonzalez grew up in the neighborhoods of East New York and
Williamsburg in Brooklyn, and attended John Dewey High School in the Coney Island
section.     New York State Attorney General Eric T. Schneiderman and Acting
Brooklyn District Attorney Eric Gonzalez today called for the United States
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to stop conducting raids in New York
courthouses and to recalibrate their priorities so crime victims and witnesses are not
targeted for removal proceedings
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Pamela Harris, Brooklyn assemblywoman, is a member of the New York State Assembly,
representing the 46th Assembly District, which covers the neighborhoods of Bath Beach, Bay
Ridge, Brighton Beach, Coney Island, Dyker Heights, and Seagate, in Brooklyn.  She is a 1977
graduate of John Dewey High School in Brooklyn.  Her community activism includes helping those
affected by Superstorm Sandy. She’s a vocal advocate for relief efforts and previously helped by
personally delivering food, clothes and blankets to her displaced neighbors.  In August she said
about hate: “The recent events in Charlottesville are a grim reminder of the hate that still exists in
this country. But the people who stood against the ignorance and divisiveness of those hateful
groups also remind us of the good that exists in our country. Our Brooklyn community is a strong
reminder of the benefits of diversity, and how much stronger we are as a people when we come
together.  She recently sponsored a bill which “Extends paid family leave benefits to employees
who perform construction, demolition, reconstruction, excavation, rehabilitation, repairs,
renovations, alterations, or improvements for multiple employers pursuant to a collective
bargaining agreement who shall be eligible for family leave benefits if they were employed for at
least twenty-six of the last thirty-nine weeks by any covered employer which is signatory to a
collective bargaining agreement.”

Arthur D. Lander, M.D., Ph.D. is Director of the Center for Complex Biological Systems at the University
of California, Irvine.  He was born in Brooklyn, New York, and is an alumnus of John Dewey High School. 
He received a Bachelor of Arts from Yale University and a combined M.D., Ph.D from the University of
California, San Francisco, under the direction of Louis Reichardt. His first faculty position was jointly in
the Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences and the Department of Biology at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. He moved as Professor to Irvine in 1995.  Lander's research is focused on the Systems
Biology of Development, and deals with topics in Developmental Biology, Cell Biology, Mathematical &
Computational Biology, Glycobiology, Neurobiology, and Engineering for example, of Laminin.
Lander serves on the editorial boards of PLOS Biology and the Journal of Biology, is a member of the
American Society for Clinical Investigation, a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, and a member of the Science Board of the Santa Fe Institute 

Spike Lee, actor, director, producer, screenwriter.  Shelton Jackson "Spike"
Lee (born March 20, 1957) is an American film director, producer, writer, and
actor. His production company, 40 Acres and a Mule Filmworks, has
produced over 35 films since 1983..  He made his directorial debut with She's
Gotta Have It (1986), and has since directed such films as Do the Right Thing
(1989), Malcolm X (1992), The Original Kings of Comedy (2000), 25th Hour
(2002), Inside Man (2006), and most recently Chi-Raq (2015). Lee has acted
in ten of his own films.  Lee's movies have examined race relations, colorism
in the black community, the role of media in contemporary life, urban crime
and poverty, and other political issues. Lee has received two Academy
Award nominations, a Student Academy Award and an Academy Honorary
Award from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, and won
numerous other awards, including two Emmy Awards, two Peabody Awards,
an honorary BAFTA Award, an Honorary César and the 2013 Gish Prize.

Doris Ling-Cohan, New York State Supreme Court Justice
Doris Ling-Cohan (simplified Chinese: ???; traditional Chinese: ???; pinyin: Líng Délì) is a judge on the
New York State Supreme Court, to which she was elected in 2002. In 2014, Justice Ling-Cohan was
appointed to the Appellate Term, First Department. She is the first woman of Asian descent to be
appointed to an appellate panel in New York state. Ling-Cohan was born in Chinatown, Manhattan, the
daughter of Chinese immigrants.  Brooklyn College has honored Judge  Ling-Cohan with its
Distinguished Alumna Award, in recognition of her service to New York city as well as her advocacy for
immigrants and non-English speakers' rights..  Judge Ling-Cohan made national news when she handed
down a ruling in Hernandez v. Robles, a case in which five gay and lesbian couples had sued New York,
arguing that denying them marriage rights violated the state constitution. Ling-Cohan sided with the
plaintiffs, and as of February 15, 2005, the ruling was on hold pending the outcome of an appeal filed
by the state. See Judge Ling-Cohan's ruling in Hernandez v. Robles (PDF file) The decision was
subsequently reversed by two appellate courts; however, same-sex marriage in the state of New York

became legal on July 24, 2011, under the Marriage Equality Act, which was passed by the New York State Legislature on June 24,
2011 and signed by Governor Andrew Cuomo on the same day.
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Michael Mandel, Chief Economist, BusinessWeek Magazine is an economist and economic journalist.
He holds a Ph.D. in economics from Harvard University. In 2004, he was chief economist at
BusinessWeek. On March 24, 2007, he spoke at the Startup School at Stanford University. On March
25, 2008, he spoke at the Coastal Georgia Center in Savannah, Georgia, and on March 26 at Georgia
Southern University in Statesboro, Georgia. He spoke concerning "What's next for the economy?"

In the same year he wrote for Der Spiegel..  He wrote The Coming Internet Depression
(2000), and Rational Exuberance: Silencing the Enemies of Growth and Why the Future Is
Better Than You Think (2004). The High-Risk Society is about nflation is down, productivity
and profits are up--yet Americans are more anxious than ever. A BusinessWeek economist
explains the new Age of Uncertainty, in which risks and rewards go hand in hand, and
success awaits those who embrace it rather than shun it. 

Donald Margulies, Pulitzer Prize winning-playwright  (born September 2, 1954) is an
American playwright and a professor of English and Theater Studies at Yale University.
In 2000, he received the Pulitzer Prize for Drama for his play Dinner with Friends.

2000 Pulitzer Prize for Drama
(for "Dinner With Friends") [winner]

2010 Tony Award® Best Play Time Stands Still [nominee]
2000 Drama Desk Outstanding New Play    (for "Dinner with Friends") [nominee]
1998 Drama Desk Outstanding New Play (for "Collected Stories") [nominee]
1997 Pulitzer Prize for Drama (for "Collected Stories") [nominee]
1996 Drama Desk Outstanding Play       (for "The Model Apartment") [nominee]
1992 Drama Desk Outstanding New Play        (for "Sight Unseen") [nominee]
1992 Pulitzer Prize for Drama      Sight Unseen [nominee]

Amazon has a Donald Margulies section with over 20 books.

Angie Martinez, radio personality, rapper, and actress. Nicknamed “The Voice of New
York”, her afternoon radio show has consistently been ranked #1 with more young
listeners than any other radio program in the country.Born: Jan 09, 1971 
As an actress, Angie received small roles in independent hip hop films such as Blood is
Thicker Than Water and Paper Soldiers.[4] She then appeared in Brown Sugar[5] starring
Taye Diggs, Queen Latifah and Sanaa Lathan. In October 2002, Martinez appeared in Paid
In Full. More recently, she appeared in Video Girl in 2011, Generation Um... in 2012, and
in the docu-comedy television series This Is Hot 97 in 2014.  Awards and nominations
BET Awards 2002, Best Female Hip-Hop Artist (Nominated)
Grammy Awards 1998, Best Rap Performance by a Duo or Group "Not Tonight"

(Nominated)
Albums: Animal House · Up Close and Personal · Take You Home (Just Blaze remix)

Prince Nana, sports entertainer, actor
Prince Nana Osei Bandoh is an American professional wrestler and manager of
Ghanaian extraction, better known by his ring name, Prince Nana. He has stated that
he is an Ashanti prince. Although Nana was born in the United States, he states that
he is the son of an Ashanti tribe member with royal heritage and the heir to the throne
of Ashanti in Ghana.
In 2002, he joined the upstart Ring of Honor promotion, where in 2004 he formed a
heel stable known as The Embassy. In storylines, Nana used his wealth gained from
the taxes of people of Ghana to hire wrestlers to wrestle his opponents and rivals.
Under his management John Walters defended his ROH Pure Championship and
Jimmy Rave, Alex Shelley and Abyss won the Trios Tournament in 2006. He remained
with Ring of Honor until September 2006, when he gave his notice.
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John Ortiz, actor (born May 23, 1968) is an American actor and artistic director/co-founder
of the LAByrinth Theater Company. He is known for his antagonist role as Arturo Braga in
Fast & Furious (2009) and Fast & Furious 6 (2013), and Clyde in Jack Goes Boating (2010),
which earned him a Independent Spirit Award for Best Supporting Actor.  Ortiz's other film
performances include Guajiro in Carlito's Way (1993), Sherriff Eddie Morales in Aliens vs.
Predator: Requiem (2007), Javier J. Rivera in American Gangster (2007), Ronnie in Silver
Linings Playbook (2012), and Victor Nieves in Kong: Skull Island (2017) He won the Obie
Award for Best Actor in the off-Broadway production of 'References to Salvador Dali Make
Me Hot'..' He is equally at home on stage, in feature films and in television.  Ortiz is the
Co-Founder, along with acclaimed actor Philip Seymour Hoffman, of LAByrinth Theatre
Company, where he has produced and performed in many productions including 'The Last
Days of Judas Iscariot,' directed by Hoffman, 'Jesus Hopped The "A" Train,' for which he
was awarded a Drama Desk nomination, 'Guinea Pig Solo' and 'Jack Goes Boating' all at the
Public Theatre.

Geoffrey Owens is an American actor known for acting in The Cosby Show. He is the son of former
United States Congressman Major Owens. He currently teaches an acting class at HB Studio in New
York City.   One of Owen's earliest roles was in a local theater performance at Arcata High School
where he played the role of Peter Pan in a performance of Peter Pan. This initial outing was what
galvanized him to become an actor later in life. He has appeared as himself on the FX sitcom It's
Always Sunny in Philadelphia.  In 2011, Owens portrayed the role of Casca at the Shakespeare
Theatre Company in its Free-For-All production of Julius Caesar.

Flash Forward Medium Without A Trace Journeyman
Las Vegas Law & Order: Special Victims Unit 

Jayson Paul, professional wrestler  Jayson Anthony Paul, better known by the ring name JTG, is an
American professional wrestler and author who is best known for his time in WWE.

Championships and accomplishments
Ohio Valley Wrestling
OVW Southern Tag Team Championship (2 times) – with Shad Gaspard
Pro Wrestling Illustrated
Ranked No. 84 of the top 500 singles wrestlers in the PWI 500 in 2010
Superstars of Wrestling Federation
SWF Tag Team Championship (1 time) – with Shad

JTG released the book DAMN! Why Did I Write This Book? in May 2015 through PayHip.
It was later made available for purchase on iTunes and Amazon.  A sequel, DAMN! Why
Did I Write This Book Too? How to Play The Game was released in March 2016. He also
starred as Knuckles in the 2015 film Bad Night.  Paul graduated from John Dewey High

School. He has a daughter named Madison and resides in Los Angeles.

Frank Pugliese, playwright and TV writer
Frank Pugliese a TV writer and artistic director. He won a WGA Award for Homicide: Life on the
Street episode "Night of the Living Dead." He is also a playwright. In 2017 Pugliese will be the
co-showrunner of House of Cards.
Education:: Cornell University
Awards: Writers Guild of America Award for Television: Episodic Drama (1994)
Nominations: Writers Guild of America Award for Television: Episodic Drama (1994)

Colin Quinn, comedian and television personality
Colin Edward Quinn is an American stand-up comedian, actor, and writer. On television, he is best

known for his work on Saturday Night Live, where he anchored
Weekend Update, on MTV's 1980s game show Remote Control, where he served as the
announcer/sidekick, and as host of Comedy Central's late-night panel show Tough Crowd
with Colin Quinn. Notable film work includes his role as Dooey in A Night at the Roxbury,
Dickey Bailey in the Grown Ups films and playing Amy Schumer's father in the film
Trainwreck. Comedians such as Jerry Seinfeld and Dave Attell cite him as the
quintessential New York comedian. Nominations: 
Golden Raspberry Award for Worst Screen Combo (2014) · 
Drama Desk Award for Outstanding Solo Performance (2011) · 
Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Writing in a Comedy, Variety, or Music Special 
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Born July 25, 1959, Domenic Michael Recchia, Jr. is an American attorney and politician from
New York City. A member of the Democratic Party, Recchia formerly represented the 47th
Council District in the New York City Council which included areas of Bensonhurst, Brighton
Beach, Coney Island, and Gravesend in south Brooklyn.  He attended John Dewey High
School.  He lost the 1914 election in New York’s 11  congressional district.  That race wasth

considered one of the top five to watch in the Northeast.  He is a practicing attorney and a
memberof the Council for Unity.

  
Robert Morris Sapolsky is an American neuroendocrinologist and author. He is currently a
professor of biology, and professor of neurology and neurological sciences and, by courtesy,
neurosurgery, at Stanford University. In addition, he is a research associate at the National
Museums of Kenya.

Brandon Steiner
Brandon Steiner is a sports marketer. He is the founder and CEO of Steiner Sports Marketing
and lives with his family in Scarsdale, New York. Steiner was born in Flatbush, Brooklyn, New
York to Evelyn Sachs and Irving Steiner. According to Steiner, he was "extremely poor. I had no
money." He is the middle of three sons: his older brother, Cary, is a writer and educator; his
younger brother, Adam, is an anti-smoking activist.

Rafael Suarez, Jr., known as Ray Suarez,is an American broadcast journalist and the current
John J. McCloy Visiting Professor of American Studies at Amherst College. Most recently,
Suarez was the host of of Inside Story on Al Jazeera America Story, a daily news program on
Al Jazeera America, until that network ceased operation in 2016. Suarez joined the PBS
NewsHour in 1999 and was a senior correspondent for the evening news program on the PBS
television network until 2013. He is also host of the international news and analysis public radio
program America Abroad from Public Radio International. He was the host of the National
Public Radio program Talk of the Nation from 1993-1999. In his more than 30-year career in the
news business, he has also worked as a radio reporter in London and Rome, as a Los Angeles
correspondent for CNN, and as a reporter for the NBC-owned station WMAQ-TV in Chicago.

Michelle Ye or Ye Xuan is a Chinese actress and producer. In 1999, she won the Miss Chinese
International competition. Ye then signed a contract with TVB from 1999 to 2005. After she left
TVB, She signed with Rich & Famous Talent Management Group Limited to pursue a movie career.
Wikipedia · 
Born: Feb 14, 1980 (age 37) · Hangzhou, China
Height: 5' 5" (1.65 m)
Education: Wellesley College · John Dewey High School
Awards: Hong Kong Film Award for Best Supporting Actress (2010)
Nominations: Hong Kong Film Award for Best New Performer (2006)
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IMP AWARDS

2016 Winner of Best Horror Movie Poster

2014 Winner of Best Horror Movie Poster

2015 Winner of Best Horror Movie Poster

2013 Winner of Best Horror Movie
Poster
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IMP AWARDS

2012 Winner of Best Horror Movie Poster

2010 Winner of Best Horror Movie Poster

2011 Winner of Best Horror Movie Poster

2009 Winner of Best Horror Movie Poster
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IMP AWARDS Explanations

Forest (2016)
Natalie Dormer is taken over by the
forest in this lovely poster design as her
face is recreated out of branches,
leaves, and roots. A striking image that
is both haunting and beautiful.

Grampus (2015)
This creepy design does an excellent job

of bringing horror to familiar Christmas elements. It hints at a horrific character while only showing us a
tiny part of them, giving us a sense of dread as we see it choosing its latest victims.

The Remaining (2014)
There are horror movie posters that are creepy and there are ones that are beautiful. This one manages
to be both with its eerie swirling vortex of demonic creatures being sucked into the gaping maw of some
horrifying spirit

Kiss of the Damned (2013)
When a movie tries to pay homage to an earlier era of film making it's a pretty good idea if the poster does
the same. This beautifully eerie design feels as if it could've been seen hanging on a theater wall forty
years ago, perfectly capturing the look and feel of the time period it is trying to emulate.

In Their Skin (2012)
A family portrait corrupted. The photo of a seemingly happy family is being taken over. What at first glance
looks like a double exposure of the same family photo proves to be two similar-looking but different
families superimposed together. The resulting image is extremely creepy and finds a unique way of hinting
at the film's plot.

The Descendants (2011)
         Many of the best posters tell us a story with their design. Some are quite complicated (like our pick
from 992009) while others can be deceptively simple (like our pick from 2006). Here we have a very simple
image of a man at the beach. From the title we can tell that the two girls by the water must be his
daughters. But their distance from him and the fact that they are slightly out of focus makes it seem as if
he is losing them. The serious expression on his face adds to the feeling that things aren't right with his
family. The basic plot and tone of the film captured perfectly with a single image. And a beautiful image
at that. Our pick for Best Movie Poster of 2011.

Rabbit Hole (2010)
A good poster usually tells a story with a single image. This one uses nine snippets of images to tell its
story of the emotional ups and downs of two people. At either side of the design the characters are alone,
in darkness, and in pain. In the center they are together, their world is brighter, and they are happy. One
can read the order of emotions either way. Do they begin in happiness and end in despair or is it the other
way around? Guess you need to watch the movie to find out. Regardless, it is a very intriguing poster that
is equally beautiful and disturbing. Our pick for the best movie poster of 2010.

The Imagination of Doctor Parnassus (2009)
Aside from being immediately eye-catching with the beautiful image of Lily Cole, the poster is overflowing
with unique images that mesh together perfectly. Each time you look at it you notice something new. It
does a perfect job of capturing the imagination and unique vision of Terry Gilliam.
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YOUTUBE INTERESTING FILES

CATS

Cats Humor and
Documentary
Watching cat videos
online boosts viewers'
energy and positive
emotions according to
Science study
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=kUUqsTjS1dk

Cat Island
Japanese cat island ruled by army of felines who
outnumber humans six to one
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F26QLTnqZRw

Man Visits 10 Kittens In Need of Love, They Make Him
Their Cat Dad On the Spot!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwSlqEBabes

Watching Cat Videos Online Boosts Viewers' Energy
and Positive Emotions According to Science Study
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUUqsTjS1dk

FIrst Annual Catcon Awards
https://www.facebook.com/Catconworldwide/

4 Ways to Tell Your Cat "I Love You!"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERJXwaTV
PI8

What a Violence...!

https://twitter.com/StefanodocSM/status/903864
245158367232

Cats Said “If I Fits, I Sits” And Proved Themselves
Right ? funny photos 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLpk_KXhW-k
(Long but awfully cute and funny)

Owners Wanted Cats And Dogs To Live Together But
It Didn’t Work Out As Planned
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M50Tt1hTpG8

Kitten Found Quadriplegic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57AMWXqBHSQ

The Two Talking Cats
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3U0udLH974

HUMOROUS ANIMALS

Stupid Chicken 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D23sMvVnrow

Owl - A Funny Owls And Cute Owls Compilation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYOSKYWg-5E

Funny Raccoons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3o5pkOSgwc

UNUSUAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Wintergatan - Marble Machine (music instrument using
2000 marbles)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IvUU8joBb1Q&in
dex=

Super Instrument
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOmFgIxvVzc

Dr. Wilys Castle / Mega Man 2 Played on Modulin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QaW5K85UDR0

"Resonant Chamber" - Animusic.com
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toXNVbvFXyk

"The Longing" - Patty Gurdy (Storm Seeker Song,
Hurdy Gurdy Version)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyIXR3s8OtY

A Simple Song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3b1bz_9gEo&lis
t=RDM8R8iFf9ltE&index=

Self-Playing Orchestra with 17 Instruments - Philipps
Paganini
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UpriHcn_xs&ind
ex=4&list=RDM8R8iFf9ltE

Carrot clarinet | Linsey Pollak | TEDxSydney
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BISrGwN-yH4

MUSICIANS and MUSICAL GROUPS

UCD Choral Scholars
Mo Ghille Mear (My Gallant Hero)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxjvNUNXhkU&li
st=RDzxjvNUNXhkU&t=10

The Dead South - In Hell I'll Be In Good Company
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9FzVhw8_bY

Anything on Audiotree
https://audiotree.tv/

Disco Talks to Daddy: Part Deux
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zH67VLdvYM8
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Two Sentence Stories

“Daddy check for monsters under my bed.” I look
underneath for his amusement and see him, another
him, under the bed, staring back at me quivering and
whispering, “Daddy there’s somebody on my bed.”

After working a hard day I came home to see my
girlfriend cradling our child. I didn't know which was
more frightening, seeing my dead girlfriend and
stillborn child, or knowing that someone broke into my
apartment to place them there.

The last thing I saw was my alarm clock flashing 12:07
before she pushed her long rotting nails through my
chest, her other hand muffling my screams.
I sat bolt upright, relieved it was only a dream, but as
I saw my alarm clock read 12:06, I heard my closet door
creak open.

The doctors told the amputee he might experience a
phantom limb from time to time. Nobody prepared him
for the moments though, when he felt cold fingers
brush across his phantom hand.

Being buried alive was bad enough. Realizing I wasn't
alone in my own grave was worse.

You hear your mom calling you into the kitchen. As you
are heading down the stairs you hear a whisper from
the closet saying "Don't go down there honey, I heard
it too."

My daughter won't stop screaming and crying in the
middle of the night. I visit her grave and ask her to

stop, but it doesn't help.

They delivered the mannequins in bubble wrap. From
the main room I begin to hear popping.

The last man on Earth sat alone in a room. There was
a knock at the door.

Nurse’s Note: Born 7 pounds 10 ounces, 18 inches long,
32 fully formed teeth. Silent, always smiling.

The longer I wore it the more it grew on me. She had
such pretty skin.

“I can’t sleep” she whispered, crawling into bed with
me. I woke up cold, clutching the dress she was buried
in.

Being the first to respond to a fatal car accident is
always the most traumatic thing I see as a police
officer. But today, when the crushed body of the little
dead child boy strapped in his car seat opened his eyes
and giggled at me when I tried to peel him out of the
wreckage, I immediately knew that today would be my
last day on the force.

Would you like a challenge?  I would like to
print up Two-Sentence Stories turned in by
those receiving this publication.  Send them in
by email to BJMDewey@optonline.net.
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The 10 Bestselling Comic Book Issues of the Past
Decade

JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA #1 Released: August
2006
Publisher: DC
Unit sales: 250,847
The previous most recent Justice League relaunch
before August's Justice League #1 is written by Brad
Meltzer, who also wrote Identity Crisis #1 bumped out
of of the top 10 by the new Justice League #1 and two
other New 52 entries.
Paired with artist Ed Benes, Meltzer stayed on the DC
flagship book for 13 issues, including a #0 released in
July 2006.

ACTION COMICS #1 Released: September 2011
Publisher: DC
Unit sales: 250,898*
Part of the DC New 52 line-wide relaunch, Action
Comics was perhaps the most controversial title to be
relaunched, as the book had previously held
continuous numbering since 1938.
The new #1, from writer Grant Morrison and artist Rags
Morales, took Superman back to his roots, showing a
young, inexperienced hero with only a fraction of the
nearly unlimited power modern fans are used to him
holding. The book launched as a "5 years in the past"
story compared to most of the DC New 52.

BATMAN #1 Released: September 2011
Publisher: DC
Unit sales: 262,379*
Writer Scott Snyder had a critically acclaimed story on
Detective Comics with Dick Grayson as Batman
immediately prior to the DC New 52 relaunch, and
moved over to Batman for the reboot, now telling the
tale of Bruce Wayne, the original Batman. Joined by
artist Greg Capulo, the team narrowed out the big blue
boyscout with the Dark Knight, facing stiff competition
from three other Batman ongoing series launched the
same month, Detective Comics, Batman: The Dark
Knight, and Batman and Robin (not including the rest
of the "Bat-Family" like Batgirl and Batwoman, plus
both Justice League titles which also feature Batman).

SECRET INVASION #1 Released: April 2008 
Publisher: Marvel 
Unit sales: 262,975
A Brian Michael Bendis-written Marvel event
miniseries, the Leinil Francis Yu-illustrated Secret
Invasion debuted after months of build-up (starting in
earnest with the New Avengers #31 reveal that Elektra
had been replaced by a Skrull) and hints dropped in
comics since 2004's New Avengers #1.

INFINITE CRISIS #1 Released: October 2005 
Publisher: DC Unit sales: 269,991
A year after Identity Crisis, Infinite Crisis was written
by current DC chief creative officer Geoff Johns and

illustrated by Phil Jimenez. A sequel to DC's landmark
mid-'80s series Crisis on Infinite Earths, the comic
promised similarly significant reality-bending
implications for the DC Universe.

ALL STAR BATMAN AND ROBIN THE BOY WONDER
#1 Released: July 2005 
Publisher: DC 
Unit sales: 276,017
All-Star Batman and Robin the Boy Wonder featured
one of the most star-studded creative teams in recent
memory: Sin City writer Frank Miller and artist Jim Lee,
making another entry on the list. The comic set outside
of traditional DC continuity, similar to Marvel's
successful "Ultimate" line was subsequently hit by
multiple delays, and an announced follow-up, Dark
Knight: Boy Wonder, has yet to materialize.

CAPTAIN AMERICA #25 Released: March 2007 
Publisher: Marvel 
Unit sales: 317,713
Following Civil War (more on that very soon), Marvel
killed off iconic hero Captain America in this issue.

CIVIL WAR #2 Released: May 2006 to February 2007 
Publisher: Marvel Unit sales: 341,856 (#2)
Marvel pitted Captain America against Iron Man in
2006, with Marvel's heroes taking sides divided by
philosophical lines. Five of the seven issues of the Mark
Millar-written, Steve McNiven-illustrated sold enough
individually to make this top 10, and are consolidated
for the purpose of this list.

Modern Age Most Valuable Comic Books

1. The Walking Dead #1 (October 2003): First Issue.
Price is driven by the huge interest in the AMC TV
series.
Record sale: $11,000 Minimum value: $250

2. Dark Knight III: Master Race #1 (2016): Jim Lee
Variant

Record sale: $2,800 Minimum value: $150

3. Elseworlds 80-Page Giant #1 (1999):  Rare
One-Shot

Record sale: $4,700 Minimum value: $150

4. Edge of Spider-Verse #2 (2014):  Gwen Stacy
Becomes Spider-Woman  Retailer Incentive Cover
Record sale: $3,500 Minimum value: $150

5. Amazing Spider-Man #678 (2012):  Mary-Jane as
Venom variant
Record sale: $3,000 Minimum value: $250

6. Batman #608 (2002): Retailer appreciation variant
cover
Record sale: $3,300 Minimum value: $180
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Whether the Line Is Instantly Recognizable or You’re
Remembering it All over Again, the Effect Is Still the
Same: Shiver. Counting Down, We’ve Collected  the

Creepiest Lines Uttered in Movies.
by Hollywood.com Staff

1. “It’s people! Soylent Green is made out of people!
They’re making our food out of people…”—Robert Thorn
(Charlton Heston), Soylent Green (1973)

2. “There’s nothing to be afraid of. They were right. It’s
painless. It’s good. Come. Sleep.”—Elizabeth Driscoll
(Brooke Adams), Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1978)

3. “You’re gonna need a bigger boat.”—Martin Brody
(Roy Scheider), Jaws (1975)

4. “You still don’t understand what you’re dealing with,
do you? Perfect organism. Its structural perfection is
matched only by its hostility… I can’t lie to you about
your chances, but…you have my sympathies”—Ash (Ian
Holm), Alien (1979)

5. “I met this 6-year-old child, with this blank, pale,
emotionless face and the blackest eyes… the devil’s
eyes. I spent eight years trying to reach him, and then
another seven trying to keep him locked up because I
realized what was living behind that boy’s eyes was
purely and simply…evil.”—Dr. Sam Loomis (Donald
Pleasance), Halloween (1978)

6. “Look! It’s moving. It’s alive. It’s alive…IT’S
ALIVE!”—Dr. Frankenstein (Colin Clive), Frankenstein
(1931)

7. “There was an old lady who swallowed a fly, perhaps
she’ll die.”—Seth Brundle (Jeff Goldblum), The Fly
(1986)

8. “I want you to make a choice. There’s a slow-acting
poison coursing through your system, which only I have
the antidote for. Will you murder a mother and her child
to save yourself? Listen carefully, if you will. There are
rules. Let the game begin.”—Jigsaw (Tobin Bell), Saw
(2004)

9. “Listen to them. Children of the night. What music
they make.”—Dracula (Bela Lugosi), Dracula (1931)

10. “What have you done to him? What have you done to
his eyes, you maniacs!”—Rosemary (Mia Farrow),
Rosemary’s Baby (1968)

11. “I visited your home this morning after you’d left. I
tried to play husband. I tried to taste the life of a simple
man. It didn’t work out, so I took a souvenir… her pretty
head.”—John Doe (Kevin Spacey), Se7en (1995)

12. “When the Jews return to Zion / And a comet rips the
sky / And the Holy Roman Empire rises / Then You and
I must die / From the eternal sea he rises / Creating
armies on either shore / Turning man against his brother
/ ‘Til man exists no more.”—Father Brennen (Patrick
Troughton), The Omen (1976)

13. “There’s something out there. That … that witch in
the cellar is only part of it. It lives out in those woods, in
the dark … something … something that’s come back
from the dead.”–Ash Williams (Bruce Campbell), The
Evil Dead (1981)

14. “We will tear your soul apart.”–Pinhead (Doug
Bradley), Hellraiser (1987)

15. “You start to play it and it’s like somebody’s
nightmare. And then this woman comes on, smiling at
you, right? Seeing you… through the screen. Then when
it’s over, your phone rings, someone knows you
watched the tape… and what they say is, ‘You will die in
seven days.’”—Becca (Rachael Bella), The Ring (2002)

16. “Do you like scary movies?”—Crank Caller, Scream
(1996)

16. “They’re heeeeere!”—Carol Ann (Heather O’Rourke),
Poltergeist (1982)

17. “I am your number one fan. There is nothing to worry
about. You are going to be just fine. I am your number
one fan.”—Annie Wilkes (Kathy Bates), Misery (1990)

18. “Whatever you do, don’t fall asleep.”—Nancy
(Heather Langenkamp), Nightmare on Elm Street (1984)

19. “A boy’s best friend is his mother.”—Norman Bates
(Anthony Perkins), Psycho (1960)

20. “Heeeere’s Johnny!”—JackTorrance (Jack
Nicholson), The Shining (1980)

21. “I see dead people.”—Cole Sear (Haley Joel Osment),
The Sixth Sense (1999)

22. “A census taker once tried to test me. I ate his liver
with some fava beans and a nice chianti.”—Hannibal
Lecter (Anthony Hopkins), The Silence of the Lambs
(1991)

23. “Have you checked the children?”—Curt Duncan
(Tony Beckley), When a Stranger Calls (1979)
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20 Brutal Truths About Life No One Wants to Admit
Time is your most valuable asset--you need to prioritize how you spend it.
https://www.inc.com/matthew-jones/20-brutal-truths-about-life-no-one-wants-to-admit.html

 By Matthew Jones Contributor, Inc.com@M_tthewJones

It's much easier to talk about the weather, sports, and
celebrities than your fear of mortality.

Unfortunately, the more time you spend pretending that
ultimate truths don't exist, the more time you waste not
being your authentic self and getting the most out of
every precious second.

Time, not money, is your most valuable asset. Allow the
list below to ignite the spark of motivation you need to
make better use of the time you have on this planet.

Sometimes we need to head into the storm to appreciate
the light and have a renewed passion for the beauty of
life.

Here are 20 brutal truths that every single person needs
to hear.

1. You're going to die and you have no idea when.
Stop pretending that you're invincible. Acknowledge the
fact of your own mortality, and then start structuring
your life in a more meaningful way.

2. Everyone you love is going to die, and you don't know
when.
This truth may be saddening at first, but it also gives you
permission to make amends with past difficulties and
re-establish meaningful relationships with important
figures in your life.

3. Your material wealth won't make you a better or
happier person.
Even if you're one of the lucky ones who achieves his or
her materialistic dreams, money only amplifies that
which was already present.

4. Your obsession with finding happiness is what
prevents its attainment.
Happiness is always present in your life--it's just a
matter of connecting to it and allowing it to flow through
you that's challenging.

5. Donating money does less than donating time.
Giving your time is a way to change your perception and
create a memory for yourself and others that will last
forever.

6. You can't make everyone happy, and if you try, you'll
lose yourself.Stop trying to please, and start respecting
your values, principles, and autonomy.

7. You can't be perfect, and holding yourself to
unrealistic standards creates suffering.

Many perfectionists have unrelenting inner critics that
are full of so much rage and self-hate that it tears them
apart inside. Fight back against that negative voice,
amplify your intuition, and start challenging your
unrealistic standards.

8. Your thoughts are less important than your feelings
and your feelings need acknowledgment.
Intellectually thinking through your problems isn't as
helpful as expressing the feelings that create your
difficulties in the first place.

9. Your actions speak louder than your words, so you
need to hold yourself accountable.
Be responsible and take actions that increase positivity
and love.

10. Your achievements and successes won't matter on
your death bed.
When your time has come to transition from this reality,
you won't be thinking about that raise; you'll be thinking
about the relationships you've made--so start acting
accordingly.

11. Your talent means nothing without consistent effort
and practice.
Some of the most talented people in the world never
move out from their parent's basement.

12. Now is the only time that matters, so stop wasting it
by ruminating on the past or planning the future.
You can't control the past, and you can't predict the
future, and trying to do so only removes you from the
one thing you can control--the present.

13. Nobody cares how difficult your life is, and you are
the author of your life's story.
Stop looking for people to give you sympathy and start
creating the life story you want to read.

14. Your words are more important than your thoughts,
so start inspiring people.
Words have the power to oppress, hurt, and shame, but
they also have the power to liberate and inspire--start
using them more wisely.

15. Investing in yourself isn't selfish. It's the most
worthwhile thing you can do.
You have to put on your own gas mask to save the
person sitting right next to you.

16. It's not what happens, it's how you react that matters.
Train yourself to respond in a way that leads to better
outcomes.
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Stephen King > Quotes   (from Goodreads)

“Books are a uniquely portable magic.” 

      Stephen King, On Writing: A Memoir of the

Craft

“If you don't have time to read, you don't have the

time (or the tools) to write. Simple as that.” 

      Stephen King

“Get busy living or get busy dying.” 

      Stephen King, Different Seasons

“Books are the perfect entertainment: no

commercials, no batteries, hours of enjoyment for

each dollar spent. What I wonder is why everybody

doesn't carry a book around for those inevitable

dead spots in life.” 

      Stephen King

“When his life was ruined, his family killed, his farm

destroyed, Job knelt down on the ground and yelled

up to the heavens, "Why god      Why me     " and

the thundering voice of God answered, There's just

something about you that pisses me off.” 

      Stephen King, Storm of the Century:

“Monsters are real, and ghosts are real too. They

live inside us, and sometimes, they win.” 

      Stephen King

“Good books don't give up all their secrets at once.” 

      Stephen King

“The road to hell is paved with adverbs.” 

      Stephen King, On Writing: A Memoir of the

Craft

“Fiction is the truth inside the lie.” 

      Stephen King

“Some birds are not meant to be caged, that's all.

Their feathers are too bright, their songs too sweet

and wild. So you let them go, or when you open the

cage to feed them they somehow fly out past you.

And the part of you that knows it was wrong to

imprison them in the first place rejoices, but still,

the place where you live is that much more drab and

empty for their departure.” 

      Stephen King, Rita Hayworth and Shawshank

 Redemption: A Story from Different Seasons

“The most important things are the hardest to say.

They are the things you get ashamed of, because

words diminish them -- words shrink things that

seemed limitless when they were in your head to no

more than living size when they're brought out. But

it's more than that, isn't it      The most important

things lie too close to wherever your secret heart is

buried, like landmarks to a treasure your enemies

would love to steal away. And you may make

revelations that cost you dearly only to have people

look at you in a funny way, not understanding what

you've said at all, or why you thought it was so

important that you almost cried while you were

saying it. That's the worst, I think. When the

secret stays locked within not for want of a teller

but for want of an understanding ear.” 

      Stephen King

“Both Rowling and Meyer, they’re speaking directly

to young people. … The real difference is that Jo

Rowling is a terrific writer and Stephenie Meyer

can’t write worth a darn. She’s not very good.” 

      Stephen King

“The scariest moment is always just before you

start.” 

      Stephen King, On Writing: A Memoir of the

Craft

“If you want to be a writer, you must do two things

above all others: read a lot and write a lot.” 

      Stephen King

“you can, you should, and if you’re brave enough to

start, you will.” 

      Stephen King, On Writing: A Memoir of the

Craft
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I think books with weak or translucent plots can survive
if the character being drawn along the path is rich,
interesting and multi-faceted. The opposite is not true.
Michael Connelly

You know what I did after I wrote my first novel? I shut
up and wrote twenty-three more.
Michael Connelly

I'm a pretty harsh critic when it comes to my own stuff or
things that come from my work.
Michael Connelly

There is no client as scary as an innocent man.
Michael Connelly

You can't patch a wounded soul with a Band-Aid.
Michael Connelly

It's only a wonderful world if you can make it that way.
There are no street signs pointing to Paradise Road.
Michael Connelly

A really good day for me is to write my book for about
four hours, go to the writing room for about four hours
and then maybe come back to the book
to finish the day for a few more hours of
it.
Michael Connelly

What is important is not what you hear
said, it's what you observe.
Michael Connelly

A newspaper is the center of a
community, it's one of the tent poles of
the community, and that's not going to
be replaced by Web sites and blogs.
Michael Connelly

I'm a disciple of Raymond Chandler, who
said in his essays that there's a quality
of redemption in anything that can be
called art.
Michael Connelly

The setting sun burned the sky pink and orange in the
same bright hues as surfers' bathing suits. It was
beautiful deception, Bosch thought, as he drove north
on the Hollywood Freeway to home. Sunsets did that
here. Made you forget it was the smog that made their
colors so brilliant, that behind every pretty picture there
could be an ugly story.
Michael Connelly

There is nothing you can do about the past except keep
it there.
Michael Connelly

Los Angeles was the kind of place where everybody was
from somewhere else and nobody really droppped
anchor. It was a transient place. People drawn by the
dream, people running from the nightmare. Twelve
million people and all of them ready to make a break for
it if necessary. Figuratively, literally, metaphorically --
any way you want to look at it -- everybody in L.A. keeps
a bag packed. Just in case.
Michael Connelly

How I work is that I write a story I'd like to read. Then
you fly to Paris or Sydney and the interviewers talk
about the greater significance of your work.
Michael Connelly

There is a means to every end. A root to any cause.
Sometimes the root is more evil than any cause, though
it's the cause that is usually most vilified.
Michael Connelly

Well, did he do it?" She always asked the irrelevant
question. It didn't matter in terms of the strategy of the
case whether the defendant "did it" or not. What
mattered was the evidence against him -- the proof -- and

if and how it could be neutralized. My
job was to bury the proof, to color the
proof a shade of gray. Gray was the
color of reasonable doubt.
Michael Connelly

The built-in form is a window frame.
You can use this genre [crime fiction]
to go where you want to go, and
explore what you want to explore. In
some ways it gives you a lot of
freedom because you have a
framework readers are looking for.
Michael Connelly

The philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche
once wrote that when you look into
the darkness of the abyss the abyss
looks into you. Probably no other line
or thought more inspires or informs
my work.
Michael Connelly
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Top 10 Science Fiction Movie Quotes of All Time
Ethan Gilsdorf

1) The quote had to be memorable. 
2) It had to show staying power over the years. 
3) And it had to be a line you and I might use in everyday life to punctuate our humdrum lives with irony,
drama, and humor. 
(Oh, and number 4: it had to appear in a SF movie, not TV show or book.)

In my humble opinion, here are the ten best. I expect you might quibble with my picks, but heck, that's what these lists
are all about. As I discovered (to paraphrase one famous phrase), the more I tightened my grip on this top ten list, the
more quotes slipped through my fingers.

10) "Klaatu barada nikto" --- The Day the Earth Stood Still

One of the most famous commands in all of science fiction. In the 1951 classic The Day the Earth Stood Still, "Klaatu
barada nikto" are the three secret words Klaatu (Michael Rennie) passes on to Helen Benson (Patricia Neal); they're
a kind of failsafe code that keeps the robot Gort from destroying the Earth. Good to know. Memorization of this phrase
should be required along with the Pledge of Allegiance, your Social Security number, and the Lord's Prayer --- just
in case.

9) "I'm sorry, Dave. I'm afraid I can't do that." --- 2001: A Space Odyssey

In the 1968 Stanley Kubrick film 2001: A Space Odyssey (based on the novel by Arthur C. Clarke), the super-smart HAL
9000 computer thinks that the humans might blow their mission to Jupiter. So, HAL begins to off the crew members
one by one. When Dave Bowman heads out for a spacewalk to rescue his buddy, HAL locks him out. Hence,
Bowman's famous line: "Open the pod bay doors, HAL." To which HAL replies, "I'm sorry, Dave. I'm afraid I can't do
that." HAL's passive monotone clinches this as the creepiest line ever said by a computer.

8) "I've seen things you people wouldn't believe. Attack ships on fire off the shoulder of Orion. I watched C-beams
glitter in the dark near the Tannhauser gate. All those moments will be lost in time... like tears in rain... Time to die."
--- Blade Runner

Right before he dies, replicant Roy Batty (Rutger Hauer) waxes poetic to Decker (Harrison "Am I a replicant, too?"
Ford) about his life's adventures in one of most bittersweet lines ever said in SF. Then in rainy cyber-punk Los
Angeles, circa 2019, a pigeon or dove flies off into a rare patch of blue sky, all to the dreamy score by Vangelis. Nary
a geek in the house can escape with dry eyes.

7) "Doo-Do-DOO-Do-DUMMM" --- Close Encounters of the Third Kind

I know, this isn't technically a line of dialogue, it's a few bars of music (I'm stretching the category here), but jezum,
when I saw Close Encounters of the Third Kind in the theater back in 1977 and that big mother ship landed on Devil's
Tower and began to play a cosmic game of "Name that Tune" with the scientists, the musical orgasm blew my mind.
After seeing Close Encounters, Americans never looked at the night sky the same way again. Hear that refrain today
and, guaranteed, you're transported back to the innocent days of UFO sightings, government cover ups and mashed
potatoes sculptures.

6) "Get away from her, you bitch!" - Aliens

Yes, James Cameron loves his women (or does he have a mother complex?). In the ultimate cat-fight smack-down,
Ellen Ripley, protecting the little feral girl Newt, makes her grand re-entrance, borrowing a hydraulic forklift crab
walker to take on the baddest momma alien of all. If you like your heroines Rambo macho and buff, Aliens (1986) was
a giant leap forward for feminist science fiction. If you measure the progress of women's roles in Hollywood by
another yardstick, you might have found trash-talking Sigourney Weaver a bit much. Whatever your take, that line was
an instant classic.

5) "Take your stinking paws off me, you damned dirty ape!" --- Planet of the Apes

As George Taylor, Charlton Heston gets to utter this, the first words ever spoken by a human to the apes! That's right.
It may be 1968 in the real world (sexual revolution, student protests, that sort of thing), but in Heston's new-old
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topsy-turvy world, he's imprisoned on an f-ed up planet run by apes, and the poor guy has to wear a loincloth. Now,
wait a minute --- either this is way, way in the future ... or way, way in the past. Are the apes hippies? Do they belong
to the NRA? Do their paws really stink? (And technically, they're hands, not paws, right?). Use this line anytime
anyone gets into your personal bubble. No means no.

4) "The needs of the many outweigh ... the needs of the few... Or the one." --- Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan
I know you wanted me to pick Captain Kirk's immortal caterwaul, "KHAAANNNN!" But in this best of the old cast Trek
movies, when Spock sacrifices his life (if you recall, by entering the irradiated zone of the Enterprise's warp drive
system to fix the main reactor, just in time of course), another great SF line was born. The quote is actually tag-teamed
by Shatner and Nimoy, each speaking on one side of a transparent barrier. Spock says, "Do not grieve, Admiral. It is
logical. The needs of the many outweigh ..." to which Kirk adds, "the needs of the few," and Spock ends with: "Or the
one ... " Sniff! (Don't worry, Spock won't be dead for long.) Words to live by. Anyone for a Star Trek religion?

3) "E.T. phone home" --- E.T.

I've said it. You've said it. Say no more. Enough said.

2) "I'll be back" --- The Terminator
Before the Governor was in charge of California, he had another deadly mission: to travel back in time to 1984 (the
year I graduated from high school) to kill Sarah Connor. Perhaps his mission should have been to bump off Tom
Selleck or Huey Lewis and the News instead? Of course, in later Terminator movies, Schwarzenegger gets all warm
and fuzzy and fights for the good guys. "I'll be back" might be the line used and abused more than any other from an
SF film, much to the chagrin of girlfriends, wives and convenience store assistant managers everywhere.

1) " Do... or do not. There is no try." - The Empire Strikes Back
Many of us who saw Empire back in 1980 fondly remember this scene in the swamps of Dagobah featuring the whiny
student, Luke Skywalker, and his impatient, diminutive, Kermit the Frog-like teacher, Yoda. What's the problem? Luke
can't get it up (no, not that ... the "it" is an X-wing sunken in the bog). Yoda, the Zen master, implores Luke "unlearn"
what he has have learned. Luke: "All right, I'll give it a try." Yoda: "No. Try not. Do... or do not. There is no try." And
with those words, a non-CGI, green rubber puppet voiced by Frank Oz (the same guy who did Miss Piggy, Fozzie Bear,
Animal, Grover, Cookie Monster and Bert) inspired an entire generation to do what was beyond our skill, and believe
in forces we can't see or understand.

Forbidden Planet
Doc Ostrow: Monsters. Monsters from the id.

Independence Day
President:I know there is much to learn from each other if we can make a truce. We can find a way to Co-exist. can
there be a peace between us?
Alien: Peace? NO PEACE!
President Whitmore: What is it you want us to do?
Captured Alien: Die…die…

I Robot
Del Spooner: You are just a machine. An imitation of life. Can a robot write a symphony? Can a robot turn a canvas
into a beautiful masterpiece?
Sonny: Can you?

Jurassic Park
Dr. Ian Malcolm: God creates dinosaurs. God destroys dinosaurs. God creates man. Man destroys God. Man creates
dinosaurs.
Dr. Ellie Sattler: Dinosaurs eat man … woman inherits the earth.

The Matrix 
Trinity: Follow the white rabbit... Knock, knock, Neo.

* Batteries Not Included 
Mason Baylor: You don't bury the most advanced, self-perpetuating, machine-tooled, flying clockwork known to man!
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NEBULA AWARDS

The Nebula Awards are given every year by the members of the Science Fiction
and Fantasy Writers of America. Along with the Hugo Awards, they are the most
prestigious prizes recognizing excellence in science fiction and fantasy. The
Nebula Awards for 2016 were announced last night at the 51st Annual Nebula
Conference in Pittsburgh.

Here are the 2016 Nebula winners and nominees. The winners are in red.

Best Novel
All the Birds in the Sky, Charlie Jane Anders (Tor; Titan)

Best Novella
Every Heart a Doorway, Seanan McGuire (Tor.com
Publishing)

Best Novelette
‘‘The Long Fall Up’’, William Ledbetter (F&SF 5-6/16)

Best Short Story
‘‘Seasons of Glass and Iron’’, Amal El-Mohtar (The
Starlit Wood)

Ray
Bradbury Award for Outstanding Dramatic Presentation
Arrival, Directed by Denis Villeneuve, Screenplay by
Eric Heisserer, 21 Laps Entertainment/FilmNation
Entertainment/Lava Bear Films/Xenolinguistics

Andre Norton Award for Young Adult Science Fiction
and Fantasy
Arabella of Mars, David D. Levine (Tor)

2017 HUGO AWARDS Presented at: Worldcon 75, Helsinki, Finland, August 11, 2017
The results of the 2017 Hugo Awards are:

Best Novel
The Obelisk Gate, by N. K. Jemisin (Orbit Books)

Best Novella
Every Heart a Doorway, by Seanan McGuire (Tor.com
publishing)

Best Novelette
“The Tomato Thief”, by Ursula Vernon (Apex Magazine,
January 2016)

Best Short Story
“Seasons of Glass and Iron”, by Amal El-Mohtar (The
Starlit Wood: New Fairy Tales, Saga Press)

Best Related Work
Words Are My Matter: Writings About Life and Books,
2000-2016, by Ursula K. Le Guin (Small Beer)

Best Graphic Story
Monstress, Volume 1: Awakening, written by Marjorie
Liu, illustrated by Sana Takeda (Image)

Best Dramatic Presentation, Long Form (2885 final
ballots, 1733 nominating ballots cast for 206 nominees)
Arrival, screenplay by Eric Heisserer based on a short story by
Ted Chiang, directed by Denis Villeneuve (21 Laps

Entertainment/FilmNation Entertainment/Lava Bear Films)

Best Dramatic Presentation, Short Form
The Expanse: “Leviathan Wakes”, written by Mark
Fergus and Hawk Ostby, directed by Terry McDonough
(SyFy)

Best Editor, Short Form
Ellen Datlow

Best Editor, Long Form
Liz Gorinsky

Best Professional Artist
Julie Dillon

Best Semiprozine
Uncanny Magazine, edited by Lynne M. Thomas &
Michael Damian Thomas, Michi Trota, Julia Rios, and
podcast produced by Erika Ensign & Steven
Schapansky

Best Fanzine
Lady Business, edited by Clare, Ira, Jodie, KJ, Renay,
and Susan

Best Fancast
Tea and Jeopardy, presented by Emma Newman with
Peter Newman

Best Fan Writer
Abigail Nussbaum

Best Fan Artist
Elizabeth Leggett

Best Series
The Vorkosigan Saga, by Lois McMaster Bujold (Baen)
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Will Eisner Comic Industry Awards Winners 2017

Best Short Story
“Good Boy,” by Tom King and David Finch, in Batman
Annual #1 (DC)

Best Single Issue/One-Shot
Beasts of Burden: What the Cat Dragged In, by Evan
Dorkin, Sarah Dyer, and Jill Thompson (Dark Horse)

Best Continuing Series
Saga, by Brian K. Vaughan and Fiona Staples (Image)

Best Limited Series
The Vision, by Tom King and Gabriel Walta (Marvel)

Best New Series
Black Hammer, by Jeff Lemire and Dean Ormston 

Best Publication for Early Readers (up to age 8)
Narwhal: Unicorn of the Sea, by Ben Clanton (Tundra)

Best Publication for Kids (ages 9-12)
Ghosts, by Raina Telgemeier (Scholastic)

Best Publication for Teens (ages 13-17)
The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl, by Ryan North and Erica
Henderson (Marvel)

Best Humor Publication
Jughead, by Chip Zdarsky, Ryan North, Erica Henderson,
and Derek Charm (Archie)

Best Anthology
Love Is Love, edited by Sarah Gaydos and Jamie S. Rich
(IDW/DC)

Best Reality-Based Work
March (Book Three), by John Lewis, Andrew Aydin, and
Nate Powell (Top Shelf)

Best Graphic Album—New
Wonder Woman: The True Amazon by Jill Thompson (DC
)

Best Graphic Album—Reprint
Demon, by Jason Shiga (First Second)

Best U.S. Edition of International Material
Moebius Library: The World of Edena, by Jean
“Moebius” Giraud et al. (Dark Horse)

Best U.S. Edition of International Material—Asia
The Art of Charlie Chan Hock Chye, by Sonny Liew
(Pantheon)

Best Archival Collection/Project—Strips (at least 20
years old)

Chester Gould’s Dick Tracy, Colorful Cases of the
1930s, edited by Peter Maresca (Sunday Press)

B e s t  A r c h i v a l
Collection/Project—Comic
Books (at least 20 Years Old)
The Complete Wimmen’s
Comix, edited by Trina
Robbins, Gary Groth, and J.
Michael Catron (Fantagraphics)

Best Writer
Brian K. Vaughan, Paper Girls,
Saga (Image)

Best Writer/Artist
Sonny Liew, The Art of Charlie
Chan Hock Chye (Pantheon)

Best Penciller/Inker or Penciller/Inker Team
Fiona Staples, Saga (Image)

Best Painter/Multimedia Artist (interior art)
Jill Thompson, Wonder Woman: The True Amazon (DC);
Beasts of Burden: What the Cat Dragged In  (Dark
Horse)

Best Cover Artist (for multiple covers)
Fiona Staples, Saga (Image)

Best Coloring
Matt Wilson, Cry Havoc, Paper Girls, The Wicked + The
Divine (Image); Black Widow, The Mighty Thor,(Marvel)

Best Lettering
Todd Klein, Clean Room, Dark Night, Lucifer
(Vertigo/DC); Black Hammer (Dark Horse)

Best Comics-Related Periodical/Journalism
The A.V. Club comics coverage, including Comics
Panel, Back Issues, and Big Issues, by Oliver Sava et
al., www.avclub.com

Best Comics-Related Book
Krazy: George Herriman, A Life in Black and White, by
Michael Tisserand (Harper)

Best Academic/Scholarly Work
Superwomen: Gender, Power, and Representation, by
Carolyn Cocca (Bloomsbury)

Best Publication Design
The Art of Charlie Chan Hock Chye, designed by Sonny
Liew (Pantheon)

Best Webcomic
Bird Boy,?by Anne Szabla
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Best Digital Comic
Bandette, by Paul Tobin and Colleen Coover
(Monkeybrain/comiXology)

Hall of Fame
Judges’ Choices:
Milt Gross
H. G. Peter
Antonio Prohias
Dori Seda

Inductees:
Gilbert Hernandez Jaime Hernandez
George Pérez Walt Simonson     Jim Starlin

Russ Manning Promising Newcomer Award:
Anne Szabla

Bill Finger Award for Excellence in Comic Book Writing:
Jack Kirby, William Messner-Loebs

Bob Clampett Humanitarian Award:
Mark Andreyko, Joe Ferrara

Will Eisner Spirit of Comics Retailer Award:
Comicazi: Robert Howard, David Lockwood, Michael
Burke, Somerville, MA

THE EDGAR AWARDS 2017
April 27, 2017 New York, NY - Mystery Writers of America is proud to announce the
Winners of the2017 Edgar Allan Poe Awards, honoring the best in mystery fiction,
non-fiction and television published or produced in 2016.

BEST NOVEL
Before the Fall by
N o a h  H a w l e y
(Hachet te  Book
Group – Grand
Central Publishing)

BEST FIRST NOVEL
BY AN AMERICAN
AUTHOR

Under the Harrow by Flynn Berry (Penguin Random
House – Penguin Books)

BEST PAPERBACK ORIGINAL
Rain Dogs by Adrian McKinty (Prometheus Books –
Seventh Street Books)

BEST FACT CRIME
The Wicked Boy: The Mystery of a Victorian Child
Murderer
by Kate Summerscale (Penguin Random House –
Penguin Press)

BEST CRITICAL/BIOGRAPHICAL
Shirley Jackson: A Rather Haunted Life by Ruth Franklin
W.W. Norton - Liveright)

BEST SHORT STORY
"Autumn at the Automat” – In Sunlight or in Shadow by
Lawrence Block (Pegasus Books)

BEST JUVENILE
OCDaniel by Wesley King (Simon & Schuster – Paula
Wiseman Books)

BEST YOUNG ADULT
Girl in the Blue Coat by Monica Hesse (Hachette Book
Group – Little, Brown BFYR)

BEST TELEVISION EPISODE TELEPLAY
"A Blade of Grass" – Penny Dreadful, Teleplay by John
Logan (Showtime)

ROBERT L. FISH MEMORIAL AWARD
"The Truth of the Moment" – Ellery Queen Mystery
Magazine
by E. Gabriel Flores (Dell Magazines)

GRAND MASTER
Max Allan Collins
Ellen Hart

RAVEN AWARD
Dru Ann Love

ELLERY QUEEN AWARD
Neil Nyren

T H E  S I M O N  &
SCHUSTER - MARY
H I G G I N S  C L A R K
AWARD
The Shattered Tree by
C h a r l e s  T o d d
( H a r p e r C o l l i n s
Publishers – William
Morrow)
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Pictures of you and your pet.

I’d like to put together a small booklet of Retirees, Graduates, and
their Pets.  If you are interested send either one picture of both of
you together – or separate pictures if that is impossible.  I use
WordPerfect, although Microsoft should do as well.  Then I use Fast
Photo and revise it to 500 pixels.  However you can probably make
it easier.  Send it to me as an attachment to your email to
BJMDewey@optonline.net.  I assume I’ll have problems at that
point, but who knows – not an English teacher.  A faculty member
or graduate could send in one or two each.  If I can get all pictures
in by the end of October, I could try to publish it by the early days
of Novemer.  Thanks.

SOME EXAMPLES:

Please be aware send in your pictures this month (October)
They should be sent as attachments to your email.  Don’t simple add them to the email I sent to you.  

Use my address – BJMDewey@optonline.net.
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